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P.S.R.A LICENCE NO. 001384

AUCTION CONDITIONS

Subject to the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer, the highest bidder to be the purchaser 1. 
and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the dispute may be settled by the 
Auctioneer, or the lot so in dispute may immediately be put up and resold. 

Ample opportunity is given for inspection and each purchaser by making a bid for a lot 2. 
acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully before bidding by inspection. 

The lots to be taken away and paid for, whether genuine or authentic, or not, with all fault 3. 
and errors of description at the buyer’s expense and risk immediately from the close of 
sale. The Auctioneer not being responsible for the correct description, genuineness or 
authenticity of, or any default or defect in any lot and make no warranty whatever. 

The goods remain on the premises at the purchaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer 4. 
and shall be taken with all imperfections, damage or errors of description. Purchasers are 
deemed to have thoroughly inspected each lot prior to the sale and the Auctioneer does 
not give any warranty or guarantee whatsoever. 

Goods left on the premises by the purchaser or the vendor, are left at their own risk and 5. 
the Auctioneer reserves the right to charge for storage. 

All goods accepted for Auctions remain at the owner’s risk. 6. 

The Auctioneer reserves the right to control the bidding and the right to refuse to take any 7. 
bid. 

All prospective buyers by making a bid for any of the lots advertised in the catalogue 8. 
acknowledge that their attention has been drawn to these conditions of sale and that they 
are bound by them. 

Purchasers shall give their bidding number after the sale of each lot and shall arrange 9. 
for the removal of same at their own expense of the lots so purchased on the delivery 
day stated, without causing damage to either the premises or other lots. Any lots not so 
collected may be resold by the Auctioneer and any deposits forfeited. 

The Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the vendor in the case of a reserve, 10. 
and lots may be withdrawn, divided or grouped at the Auctioneer’s discretion.

Payments may be made in cash, Banker’s draft or guaranteed cheque, made 
payable to Oliver Usher. No third party cheques. Card Machine facilities available. 

Payments made with credit cards will be subject to a fee of 3% of total bill.

Purchaser’s to pay Auctioneers Fees of 15% plus Vat of 23% on Fee only.



PLEASE MARK YOUR 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS. 

 
 
 

AUCTION COMMENCES IN 
OPEN SHED IN YARD 

 
1.   LOT OLD SASH WINDOWS 
2.  LOT OF PLANKS 
3.  3 SOLID WOOD DOORS 
4.  LOT PAINTED DOORS (5) 
5.  SHUTTERS 
6.  MODERN PVC DOOR + FRAME + 

WINDOW 
7.  PR. DRAWER UNITS + ELECTRICAL 

FITTINGS 
8.  WOODEN BIRD HOUSE + ACCESSORIES 
9.  LOT TERRACOTTA POTS 
10.  PAIR CAST METAL GARDEN SEAT ENDS 
11.  TERRACOTTA SHORE 
12.  OLD PINE TABLE + CONTENTS 
13.  RELIGIOUS PICTURE + PICTURE FRME 
14.  GOLF CLUBS + 2 GOLF BUGGIES 
15.  LOT PLASTIC FLOWER PLANTERS 
16.  WALL COAT RACK WITH HOOKS 
17.  4 REGENCY STYLE BRASS INLAID CHAIRS 
18.  2 FIRESIDE ARMCHAIRS 
19.  4 TUBULAR FRAME CHAIRS 
20.  ROCKING CHAIR 
21.  2 BAR STOOLS 
22.  PR. LOUNGE CHAIRS 
23.  STANDARD LAMP + SHADE 
24.  LOT CERAMIC TILES 
25.  2 PACKETS OF LAMINATE WOOD 

FLOORING 
26.  S/S SINK + WIND BREAKER + SUMMER 

CHAIR 
27.  MINIATURE DROP-LEAF TABLE + STOOL 
28.  WATER BUTT 
29.  TOP SHELF BOOKS INCL. GARDENING 

ETC 
30.  2ND  SHELF BOOKS INCL. CHILDRENS 
31.  3RD  SHELF BOOKS INCL. COOKERY 
32.  BOTTOM SHELF OF BOOKS INCL. TRAVEL 

+ MARKETING 
33.  TIMBER ROUNDELS 
34.  5 SHELF OPEN BOOKCASE 
35.  OAKLAND GAS BARBECUE 

36.  BAR COUNTER + SIGNS 
37.  PINE BED FRAME 
38.  PIANO 
39.  BOX JIG SAW PUZZELS 
40.  2 RING GAS COOKER 
41.  COPPER COAL HELMET 
42.  BASKET OF CROCKERY 
43.  2 TELEPHONES + BRAUN BLOOD 

PRESSURE MONITOR 
44.  PHRENOLOGY HEAD 
45.  LOT LANTERNS 
46.  CABLE TABLES 
47.  CABLE TABLE 
48.  CABLE TABLE 
49.  LOT CURTAINS 
50.  SPORTING GOODS + TOYS 
51.  TRAFFIC CONES 
52.  ANTIQUE BATH ON LEGS 
53.  3 BEER KEG SEATS 
54.  SMALL FOLDING TABLE + TROLLY 
55.  LOT MATERIAL SAMPLES 
56.  FOLDING KITCHEN TABLE 
57.  2 VICT PLATED ENTRÉE DISHES 
58.  DRINKS TROLLY (1960’S) 
59.  PORCELAIN FOOTBATH (BLUE) 
60.  COUNTRY KITCHEN ARMCHAIR 
61.  SWIVEL OFFICE CHAIR 
62.  WEDDING BITS + PIECES 
63.  CABLE TABLE 
64.  JAQUES CROQUET SET 
65.  CD’S + VIDEOS 
66.  FRAMED MIRROR 
67.  LOT PICTURE + PHOTO FRAMES 
68.  OLD PINE BASE TABLE 
69.  SET 4 OVAL PRINTS 
70.  VICT MAHOGANY 2 DRAWER SIDE TABLE 
71.  SET 3 PLANTERS 
72.  ROVER 45 REEL MOWER 
73.  PITCH OR TENNIS COURT LINE MARKER 
74.  CABINET 
75.  EXTERNAL LIGHT FITTING 
76.  SOFA BED 
77.  ECLLPSE TREEKING BICYCLE 
78.  KLONDYKE GLACIER BICYCLE 
79.  4 SADDLE RACKS 
80.  STAIR GATE (CHILDS) 
81.  PAIR PINE BEDS 
82.  SERVANTS BELL BOARD 
83.  METAL TOILET CISTERN 
84.  KITCHEN TABLE – C. 3’ X 4’ 6” 
85.  FIRESCREEN 
86.  CANE HEADBOARD -5FT, 2 BEDSIDE 

LOCKERS, DRESSING TABLE + STOOL 
87.  METAL + WOOD GARDEN BENCH 
88.  WALKER TELEVISION 
89.   
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HORSE SADDLERY 
 

90.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS (BROWN) 
91.  G.P. FIELDHOUSE SADDLE (BLACK) 
92.  G.P. SADDLE + GIRTH (BROWN) 
93.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS (BROWN) 
94.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS (JACK B.) 
95.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS 
96.  G.P. SADDLE “IDEAL” SADDLE 
97.   LOT LEAD ROPES 
98.  4 BACK PROTECTORS 
99.  2 JACK  ELLIS BACK PROTECTORS 
100.  LOT – INCL. SCOOP, HANGERS ETC 
101.  3 BACK PROTECTORS 
102.  2 PAIRS JOD BOOTS 
103.  2 TACK BOXES 
104.  TOOTH RASP 
105.  2 RIDING HATS 
106.  2 RIDING HATS 
107.  2 RIDING HATS 
108.  3 RIDING HATS 
109.  LOT HORSE BITS 
110.  3 PAIRS STIRRUPS 
111.  BASKET + CONTENTS 
112.  CRATE + CONTENTS 
113.  3 TACK BOXES 
114.  BASKET + CONTENTS 
115.  3 BACK PROTECTORS 
116.  G.P. PONY SADDLE 
117.  G.P. PONY SADDLE 
118.  G. P.  PONY SADDLE 
119.  PONY SADDLE 
120.  PONY SADDLE 
121.  FELT SADDLE + 2 OTHERS 
122.  BRIDLE WITH MARTINGALE 
123.  BRIDLE 
124.  BRIDLE 
125.  BRIDLE WITH MARTINGALE 
126.  BRIDLE WITH MARTINGALE 
127.  BRIDLE 
128.  TWEED SUIT 
129.  4 GIRTHS 
130.  4 GIRTHS 
131.  4 GIRTHS 
132.  4 GIRTHS 
133.  4 GIRTHS 
134.  3 GIRTHS 
135.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS 
136.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS (BERNEY) 
137.  G.P. SADDLE + STIRRUPS 
138.  3 JACKETS 
139.  2 PAIRS STIRRUPS 
140.  2 PAIRS STIRRUPS 
141.  BOOTS 
142.  BOOTS 
143.  BOOTS 
144.  SADDLE 

145.  SADDLE 
146.  LOT JODPHURS 
147.  LOT NUMNAHS 
148.  HEADCOLLARS 
149.  INDOOR BLANKET 
150.  WOOD SADDLE STAND 
151.  FORD FOCUS 02 CAR 
152.  2 BAY  TREES IN CONTAINER 
153.  BLACK FLOWER STAND 
154.  GARDEN ROOM SIGN 
155.  3 FOLDING GARDEN CHAIRS 
156.  WALL FOUNTAIN 
157.  
158.  
159.  
160.  
  

  

PLEASE MARK YOUR 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS 

 
 

(INTO  THE HOUSE) 
 

THE DEN 
 

161.  PINE FRAMED MIRROR 
162.  MAHOGANY STANDARD LAMP + SHADE 
163.  LOT RUGBY  PROGRAMMES 
164.  ROPE EDGE MAH. OCCASIONAL TABLE 
165.  PAIR WOODEN FOLDING CHAIRS 
166.  RADIATOR ELECTRIC HEATER 
167.  RADIATOR ELECTRIC HEATER 
168.  ADVERT MIRROR “OLD RED FOX” 
169.  LEATHER TOP WINE TABLE 
170.  FOUR FOLD VICTORIAN SCREEN 
171.  PAIR ORIENTAL TABLE LAMPS + RED 

SHADES 
172.  COLLECTION CUTGLASS BOWLS + WINE 

GLASSES ETC 
173.  HORSE ANATOMY POSTERS 
174.  FRUIT BOWL + 2 VASES 
175.  LOT AYNSLEY  WARE 
176.  EARLY VICTORIAN 3 DRAWER SERVING 

TABLE, GALLERY  BACK  8FT LONG 
177.  BOX CHINAWARE 
178.  BOX ODDMENTS 
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179.  RED UPHOLSTERED WING-BACK 
ARMCHAIR WITH MATCHING 
FOOTSTOOL 

180.  MAHOGANY INLAID DRINKS TABLE 
181.  HORSE + FOAL SCENE PICTURE 
182.  2 SHELVES OF BRIC-A-BRAC 
183.  ROLL-BACK SOFA C/W CUSHIONS 
184.  RUNNING ON + RACING REFLECTIONS + 

3 PAMPHLETS 
185.  IRISH ARCHITECTURAL STUDIESS + 3 

OTHER BOOKS 
186.  2 BELLEWSTOWN BOOKS + THE GREAT 

FAMINE IN CO. MEATH 
187.LOT ADAMS AUCTION CATALOGUES 
188.  BAMBOO STYLE FOLDING COFFEE TABLE 
189.  VICTORIAN METAL + BRASS FENDER 
190.  PAIR BLACK COLUMN TABLE LAMPS + 

SHADES 
191.  3 MUSICIAN BUSTS 
192.  DESK CALENDAR + 2 CLOCKS (CUT 

GLASS) 
193.  EDWARDIAN EBONIZED BEVELLED 

OVERMANTLE 
194.  3 TIER BRASS STAND 
195.  LIMITED EDITION HORSE SCENE PICTURE 
196.  COLLECTION OF GLASSWARE 
197.  METAL BASE TABLE LAMP + SHADE 
198.  2 SHELVES OF BOOKS 
199.  VICTORIAN TRUNK 
200.  FLORAL UPHOLSTERED FENDER STOOL 
201.  WICKER LOG BASKET + A CAT BASKET 
202.  PAINTED FRAME RECTANGULAR 

MIRROR 
203.  VICT OVAL FRAMED MIRROR 
204.  HEARTH RUG – C. 8FT X 5FT 
205.  METAL + MESH FIREGUARD 
206.  3 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

 
BATHROOM 

 
207.  VICTORIAN GILT + CARVED 

OVERMANTLE – 48” X 32” 
208.  LIONEL EDWARDS HUNT SCENE + 3 

HUMEROUS PRINTS 
209.  FRAMED HOUSES + CASTLES OF IRELAND 
210.  CRY OF LONDON “ORANGES” 
211.  FRUIT BOWL, PLANTER + AYNSLEY  PIECE 
212.  EDWARDIAN SHERATON STYLE SIDE 

CABINET, CROSS-BANDED + SHELL INLAY 
213.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY SHELL INLAID 

BAROMETER 
214.  MATCHING PAIR OF MINIATURE 

MAHOGANY INLAID TABLES 
 

PLEASE MARK YOUR 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS 

 
MORNING ROOM 

 
215.  WORLD GLOBE 
216.  NEST 3 INLAID MAH TABLES 
217.  2 CRYSTAL BOWLS 
218.  METAL BASE TABLE LAMP + SHADE 
219.  REGENCY BRASS INLAID CHIFFONIER 
220.  TAPESTRY WALL HANGING – 78” X 78” 
221.  ROSEWOOD INLAID EDWARDIAN 3 

PIECE SETTEE + 2 ARMCHAIRS 
222.  EDWARDIAN INLAID MAH LAMP TABLE 
223.  PR. GERMAN PORC SITZENDORF STYLE 

WALL CHERUB SCONCES 
224.  PR. VICT BRASS CANDLESTICKS 
225.  ORIENTAL JAR + A PLATE 
226.  FRENCH BRASS + ENAMELLED MANTLE 

CLOCK 
227.  CAPO-DI-MONTE FIGURE (WITH 

SHOVEL) 
228.  WILLIAM 1V GILT COMPARTMENTAL 

OVERMANTLE 
229.  BRASS FIRE IRONS + DOGS 
230.  BRASS + MESH FOLDING SPARK SCREEN 
231.  ADAM STYLE PIERCED BRASS FENDER – 

57” LONG 
232.  METAL DOG GRATE FIREBASKET AND 

BACK 20” 
233.  A COLOURED PRINT DEPICTING A LADY – 

SIGNED P.L 
234.  LARGE CRYSTAL VASE 
235.  SYLVAC BOWL, CANDLES + PLAQUE 
236.  TABLE LAMP + SHADE 
237.  VICTORIAN MAHOGANY CABRIOLE LEG 

SERPENTINE CONSOLE TABLE 
238.  VICTORIAN BRASS BOUND WRITING 

SLOPE 
239.  VICTORIAN LADIES SEWING BOX ON 

POD BASE 
240.  MID 19TH  C. CARVED WALNUT NURSING 

CHAIR 
241.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 

BEDROOM ARMCHAIR 
242.  CHERUB FIGURE LAMP 
243.  TORCHERE WITH REEDED COLUMN ON 

TRIPOD BASE 
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244.  VICTORIAN ROSEWOOD LADIES 
WORKBOX 

245.  LOT LINEN + CROCHET 
246.  VICTORIAN MAH. TOWEL RAIL 
247.  19TH  C. WALNUT VIENNA CLOCK 
248.  3 CRYSTAL COLUMN CANDLE HOLDERS 
249.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY CROSS-BANDED 

SOFA TABLE 
250.  HEARTH RUG (CROSSLEY)  – C. 57” X 32” 

 

PLEASE MARK 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS 

 
FRONT HALL + BOTTOM OF 

STAIRS 
 

251.  VICT WALNUT + MOTHER OF PEARL 
JEWELLERY BOX 

252.  VICTORIAN BRASS OIL LAMP + SHADE 
253.  GEORGIAN TEA CADDY 
254.  CASED OPERA GLASSES + BRASS DESK 

BELL 
255.  HORSE FIGURE 
256.  ORIENTAL BRONZE BOWL ON STAND 
257.  19TH  C. FRAMED + SIGNED ENGRAVING 

AFTER EDWARD LANDSEER, COUNTRY 
SQUIRE – PICNICING IN LANDSCAPE 

258.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY SERPENTINE 
FRONT HALL TABLE WITH ADAMS 
DESIGN – C. 7FT LONG 

259.  MATCHING PAIR WALL BRACKETS 
260.  METAL UMBRELLA STAND 
261.  LARGE PESTAL + MORTAR 
262.  VICTORIAN CIRCULAR MAHOGANY POD 

BASE TABLE 
263.VICT BRASS + COPPER BED WARMING 

PAN 
264.  GEORGIAN HUMP BACK SOFA (8 

SQUARE LEGS) 
265.  4 ELEPHANT CUSHIONS 
266.  G.D. GILES 1857 – 1941. SET 3 LARGE 

COLOURED HUNTING SCENES – MEATH, 
WARDS + KILDARE 

267.  2 BOWLER HATS ( LADIES + GENTS) 
268.  PR. FIELD GLASSES 
269.  CASED MODERN BINOCULARS, LIGHT + 

COMPASS 
270.  WILLIAM 1V HAT + COAT STAND, CLAW 

FEET (POSSIBLY  IRISH) 

271.  19TH  C. MAHOGANY LONGCASE CLOCK 
BY  LAWLESS, DUNDALK 

272.  PAIR CHERUB FIGURE GILT TABLE LAMPS 
273.  SHOE HORN + CLOTHES BRUSHES 
274.  BAMBOO HANDLED HORSE TAIL FLY 

SWOTTER 
275.  FITTED INTERIOR  TRAVELLING WRITING 

BOX 
276.  VICTORIAN MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD 

MIRROR-BACKED ABOVE CENTRAL 
FRIEZE DRAWERS 

277.  COLLECTION OF STRAW HATS (12) 
278.  HILL REST SEAT + UMBRELLA + FOLDING 

SEAT 
279.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY HAT + COAT 

STAND LIONS PAW FEET 
280.  BONE HANDLED RIDING CROP 
281.  HUNTING WHIP 
282.  “MALACCA” WALKING CANE 
283.  ORIENTAL BURGUNDY FLOOR RUG – C. 

13’ 6” X 9’ 
284.  COLLECTION OF 9 FRAMED GRAND 

NATIONAL WINNERS FROM 1919 – 1939 
285.  SET 3 HUNT SCENES 
286.  BRASS SHELL WALL GONG 
287.  LARGE GLASS CANDLE HOLDER 
288.  SET 19TH  C. BRASS STAIR RODS 10 X 40” 

AND 20 X 33” + CLIPS 
289.  VICTORIAN MAH MIRROR-BACK + 

MARBLE HALLSTAND 
290.JAQUES CROQUET SET IN BOX 
291.  ORIENTAL RUG 

 
KITCHEN 

 
292.  SHELF COPPER POTS (OVER COOKER) 
293.  POT STAND WITH SAUCEPANS 
294.  SHELF – LOT CRAFT BEER GLASSES 
295.  SHELF GLASSWARE 
296.  FOOD BLENDER, WHISK ETC (ON 

DRAINING BOARD) 
297.  COFFEE SET 
298.  BRAUN FOOD PROCESSOR, MIXER ETC 

(ON DRAINING BOARD) 
299.  PINE FARMHOUSE KITCHEN TABLE 
300.  SET 6 PINE KITCHEN CHAIRS 
301.  3 AGA DOORS (CREAM) 
302.  2 METAL PANS + SMOOTHING IRON 
303.  BOX MIXED GLASS + GLASS BOTTLES 
304.  CONTENTS ON TABLE INCLUDING 

PLANTERS ETC 
305.  METAL BASE 1960’S TABLE 
306.  BED TRAY, TABLECLOTHS ETC 
307.  FOOTSPA, MICROWAVE + HEATER 
308.  TILED TOP ISLAND TABLE 
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309.  EARTHENWARE + PESTAL + MORTAR + 
GRATER 

310.  MIXING BOWL + CHEESE DISH 
311.  5 STORAGE JARS 
312.  PANASONIC CD STEREO SYSTEM 
313.  2 JUGS + TEAPOT 
314.  KITCHEN SCALES + WEIGHTS 
315.  STRIPPED PINE KITCHEN DRESSER C. 8FT 

HIGH  7FT WIDE 
316.  OIL FIRED CREAM AGA COOKER 

 

PLEASE MARK YOUR 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS 

 
UPSTAIRS 

  
317.  SET 7 UNUSUAL COACHING PRINTS 
318.  MAJOLICA TYPE FIGURE HOLDING 

CASKET 
319.  2 VICT STAFFORDSHIRE FLAT BACK 

FIGURES 
320.  “LAST SUPPER” SCULPTURE 
321.  3 HUNTING + SPORTING SCENES 

 
BEDROOM 1. 

 
322.  LOT WICKER BASKETS + 2 LAUNDRY 

BASKETS 
323.  PINE CRUTCH MIRROR 
324.  VICTORIAN PINE CHEST OF DRAWERS 
325.  WICKER CHAIR + MIRROR 
326.  MARBLE TABLE LAMP + TABLE 
327.  “CUMFILUX” BED 
328.  2 SLEEPING BAGS 
329.  6 PILLOWS 
330.  VICT WASH BOWL 
331.  CARVED LATE VICT MIRROR-BACK 

DRESSING TABLE 
332.  FLORAL COVERED ARMCHAIR + 

CUSHION 
333.  TWEED HUNTING JACKET (VALSTAR) 
334.  CHILD’S TWEED JACKET 
335.  “HARRY HALL” HUNTING JACKET 
336.  “CALLAGHAN’S” HUNTING JACKET 
337.  WICKER LAUNDRY BASKET + TENNIS 

BALLS 
338.  BRASS FRAME RIBBON-TOP MIRROR 
339.  PAIR URN TOP BRASS FIRE DOGS 

340.  VICTORIAN BRASS FENDER 
341.  LOT DUCK ORNAMENTS 
342.  4 HANDBAGS (DESIGNER) 
343.  WICKER PADDED-TOP OTTOMAN 

  

BEDROOM 2. 
 

344.  BONE INLAID + QUILL BOOKSTAND 
345.  LETTER RACK 
346.  EDWARDIAN MAH. DRESSING TABLE 
347.  PAIR LATE VICTORIAN CARVED-BACK 

ARMCHAIRS 
348.  ANN HUGH DESIGN TABLE LAMP 

(LOVERS) 
349.  MATCHING PAIR VICT SIDE TABLES 
350.  PAIR PANNELLED OAK SINGLE BEDS C/W 

MATTRESSES 
351.  TURQUOISE CURTAINS + TIE BACKS 
352.  ROLL PAISLEY DESIGN UPHOLSTRY 

MATERIAL 
353.  HUNTING + COACHING SCENES 
354.  WEDDING HAT IN BOX 
355.  RED LINED CURTAINS 
356.  LOT BOOKS INCL. WILDLIFE 
357.  MAH. PLANT STAND + LAMP 
358.  SET 12 SEASONAL MONTHS OF THE 

YEAR PICTURES (SEE BACK OF CASTLE 
PICTURE) 

359.  RADIATOR HEATER 
360.  METAL COAT + HAT STAND 

 
BEDROOM 3. 

 
361.  PAIR VICTORIAN STYLE TUB ARMCHAIRS 
362.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 

BOW-FRONTED WARDROBE WITH 
PANNELLED DOORS + DRAWERS. 
DENTILE MOULDED CORNICES 

363.  MARBLE TABLE LAMP + SHADE WITH 
METAL TABLE 

364.  CHESTERFIELD TYPE EASY CHAIR 
365.  NIKON F55 CAMERA + CASE. ZOOM LENS 
366.  PAIR URN SHAPE TABLE LAMPS 
367.  BOW-FRONTED EDWARDIAN INLAID 

CROSSBANDED DRESSING TABLE SHIELD 
SHAPE MIRROR 

368.  PADDED SEAT LIFT-TOP EDWARDIAN 
MAHOGANY INLAID PIANO STOOL 

369.  WILLIAM 1V MAHOGANY GENTLEMAN’S 
WARDROBE. MOULDED CORNICE 

370.  GEO. SHERATON STYLE DRESSING TABLE 
MIRROR WITH DRAWERS 

371.  BRASS BOUND CHINESE OTTOMAN 
CHEST 

372.  PAIR ADJUSTABLE BRASS TABLE LAMPS 
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373.  PINK PADDED HEADBOARD (ONLY) 
374.  PR. GILT FRAMED PICTURES (VELVET 

MOUNT) 
375.  PAIR DOUBLE DEEP DRAWER BEDSIDE 

CHESTS 
376.  KASHMIN STYLE IVORY GROUND FLORAL 

PATTERN RUG  - C. 10’ X 6’ 
377.“THE WARDS” THE FAIRYHOUSE RIVER + 

“THE MEATH” WHOOKOOFS AT KILLEEN 
CASTLE – PAIR 

378.  THE UMBRELLAS AFTER RENOIR AND 
THE POTATO PICKER   (2) 

379.  2 LADY PICTURES 
380.  HOLY WATER FONT 

  

BEDROOM 4. 
 

381.  2 TABLE LAMPS 
382.  VICT MAHOGANY CARVED OVAL 

CRUTCH MIRROR 
383.  VICTORIAN MAHOGANY TALL CHEST 

DRAWERS 
384.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY LINEN CHEST 

ON CHEST 
385.  LARGE SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS 

DECORATIONS (SILVER, RED AND GOLD) 
386.   PINE SHELF UNIT 
387.  PAIR PINK UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIRS 
388.  CUMFILUX SINGLE DIVAN BED 
389.  3 PIECE CONSERVATORY SUITE 

UPHOLSTERED + COFFEE TABLE 
390.  PAIR CANE CONSERVATORY 

BOOKSHELVES 
391.  WICKER FLOWER BASKET 
392.  EDWARDIAN WALNUT MIRROR-BACK 

DRESSING TABLE 
393.  HOT WATER JAR, COLLAR BOX ETC ON 

MANTLE SHELF 
394.  2 VICTORIAN BLACK METAL FENDERS 
395.“HER ONLY PLAYMATE” + GILT FRAMED 

PUPPY DOG PICTURES 
396.  EMBROIDERED COMMUNION DRESS 

WITH VEIL, GLOVES + BAG (BALLET 
LENGTH) 

397.  SHORT STYLE LACE COMMUNION DRESS 
398.  MAHOGANY MIRROR-DOOR 

WARDROBE 
399.  “CUMFILUX” DOUBLE ORTHO BED 
400.  LARGE DUVET + PILLOWS 
401.  LAUNDRY BASKET (CHORD) 
402.  3 PORCELAIN BOWLS 
403.  SET 4 BOTANICAL PICTURES 
404.  LIGHT SHADES, BASKET ETC 

 

LANDING. 
 

405.  JUG, BOWL AND LAMP 
406.  MAHOGANY EDW 3 DRAWER 

MINIATURE CHEST 
407.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 

BEVELLED MIRROR 
 

BEDROOM 5. 
 
  

408.  ARCH-TOP PINE BOOKSHELF 
409.  JACK VETTRIANO PICTURE OF 4 MEN 
410.  VICT PINE SIDE TABLE 
411.  2 GOLF PICTURES SIGNED 
412.  CARVED MAHOGANY MIRROR-DOOR 

ARTS & CRAFTS WARDROBE 
413.  OTTOMAN DRAWER CHEST 
414.  PHILIPS 3 IN 1 STEREO 

 
 

PLEASE MARK YOUR 
CATALOGUE AS IT MAY 

NOT BE POSSIBLE TO 
SHOW ALL THE LOTS 

 
DINING ROOM. 

 
415.  MATCHING PAIR UNUSUAL BUFFALO 

HORN BEAKERS EACH WITH SILVER 
PLATED MOUNTS 

416.  CASED SET OF MOTHER OF PEARL SILVER 
MOUNTED FRUIT CUTLERY SET 

417.  2 GALWAY CRYSTAL FRUIT BOWLS 
418.  5 BRANCH BRONZE CENTRE LAMP WITH 

3 CENTRE SUPPORT 
419.  VICT BLUE + WHITE PLATTER + TURKEY 

PLATTER 
420.  PAIR VICTORIAN MEAT DISH COVERS 

WITH HANDLES 
421.  REGENCY SERPENTINE FRONT 

SHERATON BRASS GALLERY BACK, SHELL 
INLAID DOORS, 4 DRAWER SIDEBOARD 

422.  “DARBY  + JOAN” + “FOR FIFTY YEARS” 
ENGRAVINGS AFTER DEUDY SADLIER 

423.  GILT FRAMED – NELSON AT TRAFALGAR 
424.  WATERFORD VASE + ANOTHER CRYSTAL 

VASE 
425.“ROMANY ROSE” CHINA COFFEE SET 

(ROYAL ST). 
426.  SATSUMA JAPANESE DRAGONWARE 

WITH HAND PAINTED FACES TEA SET – 
12 CUPS + SAUCERS + 3 POTS  (27 PCS) 
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427.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 
BOW-FRONTED DISPLAY CABINET 

428.“THE TOAST” PICTURE + 
RECONCILLIATION (2 PICTURES) 

429.  LOT MIXED SIZES LINEN TABLECLOTHS 
(SOME LARGE) 

430.  VICT TOWEL RAIL 
431.  EDWARDIAN INLAID MAH TUB CHAIR 

WITH HIGHLY CARVED CENTRE POUCH 
432.  6 CUTGLASS TUMBLERS 
433.  6 BRANCH CANDLEABRA BRASS + ONYX 

WITH CHERUBS 
434.  RUBY  GLASS DECANTER + VASE 
435.  2 VICTORIAN CRUMB TRYS + SERVER 
436.  WILLIAM 1V MARBLE TOP CONSOLE 

TABLE 
437.  VICT BRASS TRIVET + METAL + BRASS 

SHOVEL 
438.  PAIR CERAMIC CIRCULAR WALL 

PLAQUES 
439.  COLLECTION OF CUTLERY INCL SALAD 

SERVERS 
440.  MAPPIN + WEBB  SERVING SPOON + FISH 

SERVERS 
441.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY 3 TIER 

CIRCULAR DUMB WAITER 
442.  2 CRYSTAL VASES 
443.  MIRROR-BACK TANTALUS BOX 
444.  2 PAIRS GLASS CANDLESTICKS + 

COASTERS 
445.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY LINEN CHEST 

(IDEAL AS T.V CABINET OR DRINKS 
CABINET) 

446.HEYWOOD HARDY SCENE OF FAMILY 
GROUP OUT RIDING + LADY ON SIDE 
SADDLE 

447.  EARLY 19TH  C. MAHOGANY IRISH 
SARCOPHAGUS WITH ROPE EDGE TOP 
ON HAIRY PAW FEET 

448.  ROYAL ALBERT 43 PIECE BRIGADOON 
CHINA TEASET 

449.  NEWBRIDGE CARVING SET (BOXED) 
450.  6 WATERFORD CRYSTAL WINE GLASSES 
451.  WATERFORD CRYSTAL DECANTER 
452.  WATERFORD CRYSTAL DECANTER 
453.  VICT OVAL MAHOGANY TABLE 
454.  FRAMED LADY ON SIDE SADDLE WITH 

YOUNG BOY  ON WHITE HORSE. MAPLE 
FRAMED 

455.  GILT FRAMED DOG + HORSE PICTURE 
456.  WICKER LOG BASKET 
457.  PAIR BRONZE FIGURES C. 1890 

MERCURY + LE RONDA 
458.  BRONZE + MARBLE URNS FOR CLOCK 

GARNITURE SET 
459.  EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 

MANTLE CLOCK 

460.  VERY LARGE OVERMANTLE RUSTIC TREE 
BRANCH FRAME C. 6FT X 5’ 6” 

461.  VICTORIAN METAL + BRASS TALL 
MIRROR FIREGUARD 

462.  VICT METAL FENDER 
463.  BRASS COAL HELMET 
464.  EDWARDIAN SHERATON STYLE INLAID 

TURNOVER LEAF CARD TABLE 
465.  AYNSLEY  “HENLEY” 68 PIECE DINNER 

SERVICE 
466.  PAIR WALL BRACKET MIRRORS 
467.  SILVER PLATE SHEFFIELD 4 LIGHT 

CANDLEABRA 
468.  COLLECTION OF CUTGLASS CRYSTAL 

INCL. 2 BOWLS 
469.  KINGS PATTERN CUTLERY – 89 PIECES 
470.  IRISH GEORGIAN MAHOGANY 

EXTENDING DINING TABLE C/W 3 EXTRA 
LEAVES ON CARVED PAW FEET 

471.  SET 8 GEORGIAN WALNUT DINING 
CHAIRS DROP-IN SEATS. 6 DINING + 2 
CARVERS 

472.  CARPET SQUARE – C. 13’ X 10’ 
473.  2 CIRCULAR DAMASK TABLECLOTHS 
474.  CASED SET OF PASTRY FORKS + SERVER 

 
OUTSIDE FRONT 

  
475.  PR. CAST METAL CLASSICAL SHAPE URNS 
476.  2 METAL PILLAR TOPS 
477.  FOOT SCRAPER 
478.  OUTDOOR LANTERN 
479.  CAST METAL GARDEN BENCH 
480.  CAST METAL GARDEN BENCH 
481.  PAIR CLASSICAL SHAPE METAL URNS ON 

STANDS 
  

OUTSIDE BACK DOOR PATIO. 
 

482.  PAIR CAST METAL CLASSICAL URNS 
483.  PAIR CAST METAL CLASSICAL URNS 
484.  LARGE EWER SHAPE TERRACOTTA URN 
485.  PR. TERRACOTTA WALL PLANTERS 
486.  BELFAST CERAMIC SINK ON STAND 
487.  SELECTION POT PLANTS 
488.  DOG KENNELL 
489.  SMALL BELFAST SINK 
490.  2 STADDLE STONE CAPS + SPUD STONE 
491.  GARDEN STATUE – VENUS DE MILO 
492.  METAL GATE – C. 5’ X 4’ 4” 
493.  TREK ROAD BICYCLE/ SERIES 1.2 

 

DRAWING ROOM 
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494.  3 VICTORIAN PHOTO FRAMES 
495.  PAIR CORINTHIAN COLUMN BRASS 

TABLE LAMPS + SHADES 
496.  SET 5 HUNTING + SHOOTING PRINTS 

INCL DUCK, PHEASANT, HARE HUNTING 
ETC 

497.  19TH  C. DEMI LUNE TURNOVER LEAF TEA 
TABLE WITH SHELL + SUNBURST INLAID 
TOP 

498.  PAIR SILVERPLATED CANDLESTICKS 
499.  FRENCH 19TH  C. GILT ORMOLU + CHERUB 

PORCELAIN FACED MANTLE CLOCK 
500.  GEORGIAN BRASS FENDER PIERCED AND 

COLUMNED ON HAIRY PAW FEET 
501.  SET FIRE IRONS + DOGS 
502.  FOUR FOLD SPARK SCREEN 
503.  VICTORIAN HELMET SHAPED COAL 

SCUTTLE C/W SHOVEL 
504.  19TH  C. CONVEX GILT FRAMED MIRROR 

HIGHLY CARVED 
505.  DRESDEN PIECES  A.F 
506.  1960 BALLYMACAD HUNT BALL PHOTOS 
507.  WILLIAM 1V LADIES WORK TABLE 

RECTANGULAR TOP, ABOVE A FRIEZE 
DRAWER 

508.  NAO LLADRO BOY + DOG FIGURE + 
CAPSTAN ASH TRAY 

509.  EDWARDIAN DEEP BUTTONED 
ARMCHAIR, BLUE UPHOLSTERED 

510.  TOP SHELF – RACING CALENDARS + 
ABERDEEN ANGUS ETC 

511.  LEATHER BOUND GENERAL STUD 
BOOKS. 19 VOLS 

512.  THE BLOODSTOCK BREEDERS REVIEW. 
15 VOLS 

513.  9 VOLS – THE STUD BOOK + 7 OTHER 
RACING BOOKS 

514.  BOTTOM SHELF – CHAMBERS 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA + MEDICAL 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

515.  19TH  C. INLAID MAHOGANY BOOKCASE 
WITH 2 GOTHIC GLAZED DOORS BELOW 
SOLID PANEL DOORS ON BRACKET FEET 

516.  SINGLE SPINDLE BACK ELBOW CHAIR 
517.  MATCHING PAIR BRASS STANDARD 

LAMPS WITH GLASS SHADES 
518.  SNAFFLES – THE GRAND NATIONAL, THE 

CANAL TURN. A MEMORY TO GEOFFREY 
BENNETT. SIGNED 

519.  DRESDEN GERMAN PORCELAIN FLOWER 
ENCRUSTED CENTRE PIECE WITH LADY + 
CHILD FIGURE + SWANS BASE 

520.  LEATHER -TOP INLAID BOW FRONT OCC 
TABLE WITH DRAWER 

521.PAIR MAHOGANY TRIPOD WINE TABLES 
522.  3 AND 2 SEATER SOFAS WITH SECOND 

SET OF LOOSE COVERS 

523.  VICTORIAN PADDED OTTOMAN ON BUN 
FEET 

524.  FRENCH TAPESTRY STYLE FLOOR RUG 
525.  MAHOGANY INLAID TRIPOD WINE 

TABLE 
526.  LARGE MASON JUG 
527.  ORIENTAL FRUIT BOWL 
528.  1950’S POTTERY VASE 
529.  SEYMOURS HUMOROUS SKETCHES 1878 
530.  GEORGIAN MAHOGANY REEDED LEGS 

ELBOW CHAIR WITH X FRAME BACK 
SPLAT 

531.  CASED SET 6 BIRMINGHAM SILVER 
LOVING SHOT CUPS 

532.  SILVER MUSTARD POT DATE 1786 
(LONDON). WEDDING GIFT FROM LORD 
& LADY DUNSANY 

533.  SILVER BACK BRUSH + SILVER MATCH 
BOX COVER 

534.  PYX 
535.  EARLY 20TH  C. LIONEL EDWARDS – 

SIGNED HUNT SCENE 
536.  AN EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY INLAID 

DISPLAY CABINET FLORAL INLAID DOORS 
537.  EDWARDIAN MAH + INLAID SIDE CHAIR 

WITH PADDED BACK 
538.  2 PLATED TOAST RACKS + 2 COASTERS 
539.  3 PIECE SHEFFIELD PLATED TEA SERVER 
540.  LARGE PLATED JUG + COCKTAIL SHAKER 
541.  2 PLATED CHOCOLATE POTS 
542.  CREAM JUG + CONDIMENT SET ON TRAY 
543.  7 SILVER PLATE NAPKIN RINGS 
544.  SIL PLATED TEAPOT + TRINKET BOXES 
545.  3 SILVER PLATED SALVERS 
546.  SILVER PLATE SALVERS, PRESENTATION 

CUPS, MUGS + ENTRÉE DISH 
547.  NEAT GEORGIAN MAHOGANY SOFA 

TABLE 
548.  2 CUT GLASS VASES 
549.  PR OWL CANDLESTICKS 
550.  BRASS CORINTHIAN TABLE LAMPS – 

ELECTRIFIED 
551.  LEATHER ARMCHAIR 
552.  GILT FRAMED LADY WITH HOUND 

PICTURE 
553.  PR. WALL SCONCES 
554.  BOXED PLATED CUTLERY INCL. BABY 

FOOD PUSHERS 
 

FORTHCOMING AUCTIONS. 
 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE AUCTION 
AT 

THE AUCTION ROOMS 
JOHN STREET,  KELLS 
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TUESDAY 14TH NOV. AT 5 P.M. 
 

VIEWING:  SUNDAY  12TH  2 – 6 P.M. 
MONDAY 13TH 10 – 7 P.M. 

DAY OF SALE FROM 10 A.M. 

 

SADDLERY & TACK AUCTION 
AT 

THE AUCTION ROOMS, 
JOHN STREET, KELLS 

 
NOVEMBER 2017 

(DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED) 
_____________________________ 
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